Superhuman Vision™ for Internet to Print Services

Create memorable customer experiences that drive engagement and increase sales.

**AI-POWERED CUSTOMER INSIGHTS**

Deeply understand your customers and their buying habits, so you can create the print products they want.

**REVOLUTIONIZE USER EXPERIENCE**

Become the market favorite by automating journeys that are easy to navigate, and less likely for customers to abandon.

**INCREASED AVERAGE TICKET**

Increase revenue with strategic upsell recommendations built directly in your customer journey.

**ABSOLUTE CONTENT PROTECTION**

Keep your customer data totally secure. Our SDK installs directly in your servers, devices, or kiosks, giving you unparalleled privacy and speed.

mobiuslabs
What can Mobius Labs do for you?

Flat Rate
Process as many photos as needed with our flat rate price model.

Super Easy to Integrate
Our SDK can be directly installed into your system, kiosks or devices for a super smooth customer experience.

Streamlined Commercialization
Prioritize your visual content based on customer needs to increase sales and identify additional revenue streams.

Deep Visual Understanding
Recognize physical objects, conceptual elements, individuals and their expressions in your visuals to give clients the most relevant results.

 Trusted by:  

mobiuslabs

togetherness 97%
two people 99%
male | 34
two people 99%
female | 28

sunset 87%

wedding 98%

wedding dress 74%
It’s not just computer vision anymore, it’s Superhuman Vision™

A new generation of AI-powered computer vision that is disrupting how the world works with visual content.